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Press Release Summary: BHM 
Cash, a subsidiary of BHM 
Financial Group, launches a 
30-second television 
commercial to introduce their 
business to a fast growing 
and competitive financial 
market.  

Press Release Body: BHM Cash, 
a subsidiary of BHM Financial 
Group, launches a 30-second 
television commercial to 
introduce their business to a fast 
growing and competitive financial market.  

Created and produced by Creative Bube Tube, a company based in 
Milton, ON, specializing in television commercial and video 
productions, the spot showcase BHM’s best offers.  



Produced by Jenny Munford, the spot is both simple and unique in 
style as it blends modernity with a sense of classicalism.  

“BHM Cash is looking to generate more business,” says executive 
producer, Jenny Munford. “We’ve gone with a very unique look to 
make it appealing to both younger and the older generation.” BHM 
Financial is one of the most trusted and reputable car title loan 
lenders. The organization provides loans to people with all kind of 

credit ratings histories including 
bad credit as well as bankruptcies.  

“Our goal is to advance cash to any 
vehicle owner who needs extra 
cash,” says Martin Lander, the 
president of BHM Cash. “This will 
enable car owners to achieve their 
financial objectives by providing 
them with the money they need to 
help them get by.” 

A car-title loan is a loan on which 
your car title is used as collateral. 

During the loan repayment period, the vehicle remains in the owner’s 
possession and in the owner’s name at all times, unless the loan 
cannot be paid as agreed upon in the contract. 

“Car-title loans are a solution for circumstances when you are in need 
of money, but cannot secure it by alternate means,” says Martin 
Lander.  

“Before you consider applying for a car-title loan, you should carefully 
consider whether this is the best solution for your financial needs.” 

For more information about a commercial for your business contact 
www.creativebubetube.com For more information about BHM Cash 
contact www.bhmcash.com 

Web Site: http://bhmcash.com  

Contact Details: Creative Bube Tube 
225 Main Street East, Suite 8 
Milton, ON L9T 1N9 
info@creativebubetube.com  


